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Abstract

We examine theoretically and empirically the properties of the equi-
librium wage function and its implications for policy. Our emphasis is
on how the researcher approaches economic and policy questions when
there is labor market heterogeneity leading to a set of wages. We focus
on the application where hedonic models have been most successful at
clarifying policy relevant outcomes and policy effects that of the wage
premia for fatal injury risk.

Estimates of the overall hedonic locus we discuss imply the so-called
value of a statistical life (VSL) that is useful as the benefit value in a
cost-effectiveness calculation of government programs to enhance per-
sonal safety. Additional econometric results described are the multiple
dimensions of heterogeneity in VSL, including by age and consumption
plans, the latent trait that affects wages and job safety setting choice,
and family income.

Simulations of hedonic market outcomes are also valuable research
tools. To demonstrate the additional usefulness of giving detail to
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the underlying structure we not only develop the issue of welfare
comparisons theoretically, but also illustrate how numerical simulations
of the underlying structure can also be informative. Using a reason-
able set of primitives we see that job safety regulations are much more
limited in their potential for improving workplace safety efficiently com-
pared to mandatory injury insurance with experience rated premiums.
The simulations reveal how regulations incent some workers to take
more dangerous jobs, while workers’ compensation insurance does not
(or less so).
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1

Labor-Market Equilibrium with
Differented Workplaces

In the standard labor market model all workers are identical, all firms
are identical, and a single wage equalizes the quantities of labor supplied
and demanded. If the wage is too low then the excess demand for work-
ers drives the wage up, while if the wage is too high the excess supply
of workers drives the wage down. When workplaces differ in terms of
non-wage job attributes the process describing labor market equilib-
rium is more complicated. Instead of a single wage, a wage function
equilibrates the quantity of labor supplied to the quantity demanded
at or near possible values of the attribute (Rosen, 1974). Here we exam-
ine theoretically and empirically the properties of the equilibrium wage
function. Our focus is on the set of research and policy questions one
can examine with enriched representation of labor market equilibrium,
that is a set of wages caused by firm and worker heterogeneity.

Economists label the equilibrium relationship between wages and
job attributes a hedonic equilibrium wage function. The logic behind
the label is that wages reflect not only the overall conditions in the labor
market but also the relative attractiveness (pleasure) of one job versus
another. The underlying force generating the hedonic wage function is
the sorting of workers and firms among the various levels of the job

1
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2 Labor-Market Equilibrium with Differented Workplaces

characteristic. To simplify our discussion suppose that all employers
offer identical hours of work, and workers accept employment in only
one firm. Further, we focus on a single job characteristic, z, which can
be measured continuously and is a job disamenity, such as danger, heat,
noise, stress, or poor fringe benefits.

In the remainder of Section 1 we lay out the complete economic
structure of the hedonic labor market equilibrium model emphasizing
the additional complexity and economic richness created by firms who
differ in the production technologies and workers who differ in their
attitudes toward risk. The remainder of Section 1 considers the possi-
bility of multiple hedonic equilibrium loci for highly distinctive groups
of workers such as smokers and nonsmokers and the hedonic locus for
desirable workplace attributes.

Having established the basics of labor market outcomes under het-
erogeneity in Section 1, we proceed in Section 2 to describe the precision
one can bring to policy evaluations with the hedonic equilibrium locus
versus that with knowledge of the underlying fundamentals, such as
an individual’s indifference curve revealing the worker’ willingness to
pay for a better working environment. The reader interested mainly
in learning the fundamentals of hedonic equilibrium can focus on
Sections 1 and 2 only.

As a complement to Section 2, Section 3 describes the special econo-
metric issues involved with estimating the hedonic locus and the under-
lying structure resulting from worker and firm heterogeneity and the
implicit prices of workplace characteristics that are the fundamental
ingredients to a hedonic equilibrium econometric model. The reader
who is knowledgeable in the theoretical dimension of hedonic equilib-
rium, but who wants to learn the econometric nuances of the model,
can focus on Section 3.

Section 4 presents recent empirical results for the hedonic wage equi-
librium locus and their implications for policy that use the value of a
statistical life (VSL), which is the implicit value workers as a group
place on one life. Section 4 is a standalone presentation that may be
the primary interest of readers knowledgeable in how to estimate hedo-
nic equilibrium regression models but want to learn some useful recent
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3

econometric results. In particular, Section 4 begins with questions of
whether there is a simple way to get distributional issues into the model
via a person’s relative position in the wage distribution and whether rel-
ative position is an empirically more important issue than the worker’s
age. The effect of aging on the worker’s implicit pay for accepting a
fatal injury risk will depend on consumption plans and we provide esti-
mates of the importance of planned consumption in equilibrium wage
outcomes. Both relative position and consumption are forms of worker
measured heterogeneity and we supplement the heterogeneity issue in
Section 4 with results for latent worker heterogeneity. Our econometric
evidence is that accounting for latent worker heterogeneity that may
be correlated with job safety risk is the single most important dimen-
sion of an econometric model of hedonic wage equilibrium. Accounting
for latent heterogeneity greatly narrows the range of VSL estimates
and clarifies the cost-effectiveness of life-saving policies. The issue pre-
sented in Section 4 is a formal regression model of differences in the
effect of fatal injury on the wage by expected wage level. Using quan-
tile regression with latent individual heterogeneity included discovers
wealth effects in the value of a statistical life that are policy relevant
and also makes the econometric results now consistent with economic
theory, which has not formerly been the case.

Econometric estimates are not the only way to give empirical con-
tent to the hedonic model. In Section 5 we present the empirical alterna-
tive of numerical simulation, which may be the focal section for readers
well versed in the theory and econometrics but wish to expand their
knowledge base to include the technique of computable hedonic equi-
librium. Specifically, in Section 5 we numerically simulate the complete
hedonic model developed in Section 1. By parameterizing the underly-
ing structure of the model we are able to examine large and complex
changes in workplace safety policy that would be poorly estimated by
an econometric model due to extrapolation bias and latent parame-
ters. Our results show the relative dominance of workers’ compensation
insurance over occupational safety and health regulations in improving
workplace safety.

Section 6 concludes.
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4 Labor-Market Equilibrium with Differented Workplaces

1.1 Firms

Programs to improve workplace conditions or fringe benefits (lower
z) are costly. An employer must anticipate corresponding economic
benefits, such as greater output, lower pay for workers, smaller insur-
ance premiums, or lower fines for violating government standards to
be willing to bear their additional costs.1 The economic problem con-
fronting the employer is to choose the combination of capital, labor,
and workplace environment that maximizes profit subject to z ≥ 0. To
reduce the complexity of the discussion we assume a standard device
exists that monotonically decreases the workplace disamenity. We refer
to the generic device, which represents all the firm’s efforts to improve
the work environment, as work environment equipment. Revenue is a
function of capital, labor, and work environment equipment. Input cost
includes the wage bill plus the cost of capital. Also included are the cost
of work environment equipment, the cost of workers’ insurance (health,
workers compensation, and disability), and possible fines for violating
government workplace standards, which are avenues for government
policy that we will ultimately explore.

Algebraically, profit is:

Π = R(n,k,E(z);µ) −W (z)n − pkk − peE(z) − Pi(z)n − V (z),
(1.1)

where Π ≡ profit,
R(·) ≡ the revenue function,
n ≡ the number of workers,
k ≡ the quantity of capital,
e ≡ the quantity of work environment equipment,

e = E(z); E(·) is the work environment function and
∂E/∂z ≡ E′ < 0,

1 Programs geared to reducing workplace disamenities may increase or decrease production.
Reducing disamenities such as heat and noise could improve worker productivity and

expand output. In the case of workplace injuries, Viscusi (1979) argues that greater safety

raises output by diminishing the disruptive effects of accidents and by increasing the
stability of the workforce. Alternatively, slowing the pace of the assembly line or installing
cumbersome machine guards can interfere with the work process and decrease output. For

purposes of the theoretical derivation of hedonic equilibrium we assume that reductions
in workplace disamenities raise output.

Full text available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1561/0700000005



1.1 Firms 5

µ ≡ a parameter representing the efficiency of work
environment equipment in the production of output
(∂2R/∂e∂µ > 0),

W (z) ≡ the market wage function, ∂W/∂z ≡W ′ > 0,
pk ≡ the per-unit price of capital,
pe ≡ the per-unit price of work environment equipment,
pi ≡ the per-worker price of health, disability, and workers

compensation insurance, pi = Pi(z); Pi(·) is the
insurance pricing function with ∂Pi/∂z ≡ P ′ > 0, and

V (z) ≡ the expected fine for violating workplace standards,
∂V/∂z ≡ V ′ > 0.

Labor, capital, and work environment equipment each increase rev-
enue at decreasing rates, and all cross derivatives among labor, capital,
and work environment equipment are positive. Note thatW (z) need not
be an equilibrium wage function as yet; workers and firms need only
observe and make their decisions based on the relationship between
wages and the job disamenity.

Managers influence profit through their decisions on hiring labor,
purchasing capital, and purchasing work environment-improving equip-
ment (reducing workplace disamenities). All three decisions must be
made jointly to maximize profit; decreasing disamenities increases the
productivity of labor and capital, while increasing labor and capital
increases the net benefits from improving the work environment. By
differentiating Equation (1.1) with respect to n, k, and z, setting each
result equal to zero and rearranging terms, we can show the firm’s
optimal usage of each input occurs when:

∂R

∂n
= W (z) + Pi(z), (1.2)

∂R

∂k
= pk, and (1.3)

∂R

∂E
E′ −W ′n − P ′n − V ′ = peE

′. (1.4)

Firms increase their use of labor and capital until the expected marginal
revenue product of each input equals its expected marginal cost.
In addition, firms reduce workplace disamenities until the marginal
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6 Labor-Market Equilibrium with Differented Workplaces

benefit — greater output, lower wages, lower insurance costs, and
smaller government fines — equals the marginal cost of purchasing
more work environment equipment. Because the output effect of work
environment equipment varies among workplaces the marginal ben-
efits of reducing workplace disamenities differ among firms, in turn
causing the optimum level of the disamenity to vary. Firms where
work environment-improving measures are highly productive reduce
disamenities more than firms where improving the work environment
is less productive.

The situation facing the firm can be viewed graphically. A firm’s
offer wage function (isoprofit curve) shows the tradeoff between wages
and workplace disamenities at a constant level of expected profit with
capital and labor used in optimal quantities. To keep the same level
of profit, wages must fall as work disamenities decrease to compensate
for the added cost of purchasing work environment equipment so that
offer wage functions slope upward. Firms with greater costs of pro-
ducing a pleasant workplace require a greater wage reduction to lower
disamenities than firms with smaller costs of producing a pleasant work
environment, all else equal. The firm with the higher marginal cost of
producing a better workplace will have a more steeply sloped offer wage
function at a given wage and work disamenity than a firm with a lower
marginal cost. Finally, profits rise as wages fall implying the lower the
offer wage function the higher the profit.

Figure 1.1 shows the market wage function and offer wage functions
for two companies. As can be seen, Company A maximizes profit by
offering workers job attributes equal to zA, the level where the offer
wage function is just tangent to the hedonic wage function. Because its
costs of providing an amenity such as a pleasant or safe work environ-
ment are greater, Company B maximizes profit by offering a less agree-
able job, zB, but paying higher wages than Company A to compensate
workers for the less pleasant working conditions. With a sufficiently
large number of diverse firms each point on the hedonic wage func-
tion represents a point of tangency for some company or companies.
The hedonic wage function represents an upper envelope of a family
of offer wage curves that differ because of the variation in the techni-
cal ability of firms to produce pleasant work environments. It slopes

Full text available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1561/0700000005



1.2 Workers 7

Fig. 1.1 Firm equilibrium.

upward because firms are willing to pay higher wages to avoid bearing
the added expenses of providing better working conditions.

1.2 Workers

The problem confronting a worker is to find the level of consumption
and workplace disamenity that maximizes utility subject to the overall
budget constraint. In the situation we are considering the mathematical
representation of utility is:

u = U(c,z;α), (1.5)

where u ≡ the utility index,
U(·) ≡ the worker’s utility function with ∂U/∂c > 0 and

∂U/∂z < 0,
c ≡ consumption,
z ≡ the workplace attribute, and
α ≡ a parameter determining workers’ preferences regarding z.

Full text available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1561/0700000005



8 Labor-Market Equilibrium with Differented Workplaces

In this representation U(·) represents a standard utility function with
the workplace attribute, z, differing from normal consumption items, c,
only in the sense that z is directly provided by employers and c is pur-
chased by workers in an open market. Many hedonic wage studies and
much of our later analysis examine workplace risk as the job character-
istic. When examining a stochastic job attribute such as the likelihood
of a workplace injury or fatality it is natural to use a Von Neumann–
Morgenstern expected utility function to represent preferences. The
analysis we develop is quite general and can easily be modified to exam-
ine stochastic workplace attributes using a Von Neumann–Morgenstern
approach (see, for instance, Kniesner and Leeth, 1995b; Viscusi and
Hersch, 2001; Viscusi and Aldy, 2003).

RememberW (π) in Equation (1.5) represents the market wage func-
tion, observable to workers and firms, and y is non-labor income, so that
consumption is c = W (z) + y. By substituting the expression for c into
Equation (1.5), differentiating with respect to z, setting the result equal
to 0, and then rearranging we can show that a worker’s optimal level
of z is when:

∂U

∂c
W ′ = −∂U

∂z
. (1.6)

The story here is the standard one where a worker weighs the marginal
benefit of a higher level of a workplace disamenity against the marginal
cost. The left-hand side of Equation (1.6) represents the marginal ben-
efit, which is the added pay from a more disagreeable job, and the
right-hand side of Equation (1.6) represents the marginal cost, which
is the direct loss of utility from the job disamenity. Because preferences
differ among workers the perceived marginal gain and cost differ among
them too, in turn causing the optimal level of z to vary. Interpersonal
differences or heterogeneity is a fundamental dimension of labor mar-
ket hedonics. Workers with a strong distaste for z sort into jobs with
low workplace disamenities, and workers with only a mild distaste for
z sort into jobs with high workplace disamenities.

Similar to the situation for firms, workers’ decisions regarding the
disamenity can also be clarified graphically. A worker’s acceptance wage
function (indifference curve) illustrates the tradeoff between wages and

Full text available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1561/0700000005



1.2 Workers 9

z at a constant level of utility. To maintain a specific level of well-
being wages must rise to compensate for bearing a higher amount of
a bad job characteristic, so acceptance wage functions slope upward.
Additionally, workers more averse to the disamenity require greater
wage compensation for a given increase in z than workers less averse to
the disamenity, all else equal, so the worker with the steeper acceptance
wage function at a given (W , z) is the more averse to the job attribute.
Lastly, workers prefer higher wages to lower wages at any level of the
attribute, so the higher the acceptance wage function the higher the
utility. The choice of the optimal level of z can be viewed similarly
to the choice of the optimal purchase of commodities with the market
wage function replacing the standard income constraint.

Figure 1.2 portrays acceptance wage functions for two workers in
relation to a market wage function. We see Worker C maximizing utility
by selecting a job offering attributes equal to zC. The highest level of
utility the worker can achieve occurs where the acceptance wage func-
tion is just tangent to the market wage curve. Although zC maximizes

Fig. 1.2 Worker equilibrium.

Full text available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1561/0700000005



10 Labor-Market Equilibrium with Differented Workplaces

Worker C’s utility, it does not maximize Worker D’s utility; Worker D
requires a smaller increase in wages to accept a slight rise in work-
place disamenities, utility held constant. Worker D maximizes utility
by choosing a slightly more disagreeable job, characterized by zD, and
earning a higher wage. With a sufficiently large number of diverse work-
ers, each point on the hedonic wage function is a point of tangency for
some group of workers. In technical language, the wage function repre-
sents the lower envelope of a family of acceptance wage curves, which
differ because workers vary in their attitudes regarding z.

1.3 Labor Market Equilibrium

Firms supply a given type of workplace based on the market wage
function and their ability to produce the attribute. Workers sort into
a given job type (z) based on the market (hedonic) wage function and
their preferences regarding the job attribute. The hedonic wage func-
tion equilibrates the supply and demand for labor along the entire
job attribute spectrum. A shortage of workers in high-z establish-
ments, for instance, will drive up wages, thereby enticing some workers
away from more pleasant employment. At the same time, the wage
hike will encourage some firms to expand their expenditures on work-
place improvements to reduce labor costs. With workers moving toward
greater z, and firms moving toward less z, wages must rise in relatively
more desirable workplaces. An excess demand for labor at any point
along the job attribute spectrum alters the delicate balancing of labor
supply and demand everywhere. Wages adjust until the supply of labor
equals the demand for labor along the entire spectrum.

The slope of the acceptance wage function measures the wage a
worker is willing to sacrifice to reduce job disamenities by a small
amount and, therefore, provides a dollar figure of worker’s willingness
to pay for job attributes implicitly. At the same time, the slope of the
isoprofit curve measures the reduction in wages required by a firm to
compensate for the higher costs of improving the work environment.
As can be seen in Figure 1.3, the hedonic wage function maps out a set
of tangencies between workers’ acceptance wage functions and firms’
isoprofit curves or offer wage functions.

Full text available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1561/0700000005



1.3 Labor Market Equilibrium 11

Fig. 1.3 Hedonic labor market equilibrium.

Although firms could reduce z below the various levels shown in Fig-
ure 1.3, thereby improving the work environment, the benefits would be
less than the costs. The small wage reduction would not compensate for
the added expenses. Workers could likewise improve their work envi-
ronment by accepting employment at a firm offering a lower z. They
choose not to because the wage sacrifice exceeds the value they place on
a more pleasant environment. This is not to say workers dislike a nice
work setting. They simply like both a pleasant workplace and income, so
they willingly make tradeoffs between amenities and income. In equilib-
rium, the monetary sacrifice workers are willing to make for additional
amenities just equals firms’ costs of providing additional amenities.

The hedonic wage function balances the supply and demand for
labor along the entire job attribute spectrum. The equilibrium wage
function here must satisfy the following condition (Rosen, 1974):

L(α)
∣∣∣∣dαdz

∣∣∣∣dz = N(µ)F (µ)
∣∣∣∣dµdz

∣∣∣∣dz, (1.7)

where L(·) ≡ the density function of workers with respect to α,
with αmin ≤ α ≤ αmax,

Full text available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1561/0700000005



12 Labor-Market Equilibrium with Differented Workplaces

N(·) ≡ the demand for labor by an individual firm, and
F (·) ≡ the density function of firms with respect to µ,

with µmin ≤ µ ≤ µmax.

The differentials dα/dz and dµ/dz depict the sorting of workers
and firms into levels of z, which is the mapping of acceptance and offer
wage functions along the market wage function in Figure 1.3. The left-
hand side of Equation (1.7) represents the number of workers supply-
ing labor to firms with a given level of safety while the right-hand side
of Equation (1.7) represents the demand for workers. Because labor
supplied and demanded must be identical in equilibrium we can use
Equation (1.7) to describe the equilibrium sorting of workers by job
attribute. By totally differentiating the first-order conditions for the
maximization of profit with respect to µ (treating it as an endogenous
variable) we can develop an expression for the equilibrium sorting of
firm characteristics by job attribute (see Equations (1.2)–(1.4)). We can
then determine the increase in wages necessary for workers to accept
a given job attribute (dw/dz) using the first-order conditions for util-
ity maximization (see Equation (1.6)). A system of three simultaneous
first-order differential equations completely describing hedonic equilib-
rium in the labor market is:

dα

dz
=A′(z,α,µ,w,M ′), (1.8)

dµ

dz
=M ′(z,α,µ,w,A′,W ′), and (1.9)

dw

dz
=W ′(z,α,w). (1.10)

In hedonic equilibrium the first-order conditions for utility and
profit maximization are satisfied, and the labor market is in equilibrium
at all levels of job attributes. The three differential Equations (1.8),
(1.9), and (1.10) determine the relationship between worker character-
istics and z, between firm characteristics and z, and the hedonic wage
function. Boundary conditions determine the minimum µ and the max-
imum z observed in the labor market as well as establish equilibrium
at the two endpoints of the attribute spectrum.
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1.4 Segmented Labor Markets 13

1.4 Segmented Labor Markets

Not everyone in the labor market may face the same hedonic wage
function. The hedonic wage function can differ across groups because of
discrimination or because of observable differences in productivity. In a
notable study, Viscusi and Hersch (2001) examine the wage–workplace
risk functions facing smokers and nonsmokers. Smoking is dangerous,
so one would expect the greater risk tolerance of smokers (flatter accep-
tance wage functions) would cause them to locate further to the right
along the hedonic wage locus. In Figure 1.4 smokers would locate at job
risk π2 and nonsmokers at job risk π1. If smokers and nonsmokers face
the same hedonic wage function then smokers who bear more workplace
risk earn a higher premium for risk than nonsmokers.

If smokers earn a smaller risk premium for bearing more risk than
nonsmokers then they must face a lower, flatter hedonic wage function
than nonsmokers such as the one labeled smokers in Figure 1.4. Exam-
ining the size of risk premiums for different groups provides a strong test
of a segmented labor market. As shown in Figure 1.4 the risk premium
for nonsmokers, wn(π1) − wn(0), where wn(0) is the wage rate with
zero job risk, exceeds the risk premium of smokers, ws(π2) − ws(0).
Such a segmented labor market can occur if employers are able to iden-
tify groups of workers who are less efficient at producing the job char-
acteristic in question. Besides more workplace injuries, smokers have
more accidents at home than nonsmokers, implying a lower ability to
produce safety, which makes it desirable for employers to offer them a
smaller wage gain for accepting more risk. Viscusi and Hersch find that
smokers earn a smaller risk premium than nonsmokers although their
risk of injury is higher, demonstrating that they face a hedonic wage
function that is lower and flatter than the one facing nonsmokers, such
as in Figure 1.4.

Other studies also find evidence of segmented labor markets. Blacks
face a lower, flatter hedonic wage function for workplace fatalities than
whites (Viscusi, 2003) and Mexican immigrants to the United States
face a lower, flatter hedonic wage function for workplace fatalities than
U.S. natives (Viscusi and Hersch, 2010).
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Fig. 1.4 Hedonic wage functions for smokers and nonsmokers.

1.5 Desirable Job Attributes

Our discussion to now has described the situation where workers face a
disagreeable job characteristic such as poor fringe benefits; an increased
danger of an injury or illness; an extremely noisy, hot, dusty, or other-
wise unpleasant workplace; more frequent spells of unemployment; or
overly rigid work hours. If worker utility falls with higher levels of the
attribute in question and costs rise when firms attempt to eliminate
the attribute, then the hedonic wage function will be upward sloping
as in Figure 1.3. On the other hand, if workers get utility from the
attribute (∂U/∂z > 0), and costs rise as firms provide the attribute, as
would be the case with fringe benefits, then the hedonic wage func-
tion would slope downward. Defining z as a positive job attribute
does not alter the underlying thought process of hedonic equilibrium,
although it does alter the final conclusion concerning the sign of the
relationship between wages and the attribute. However, any negative
job attribute can be redefined as a positive attribute and vice versa;
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instead of workplace safety, workplace danger; instead of pleasant work-
ing conditions, unpleasant working conditions; and instead of flexible
work hours, inflexible work hours. In some cases it is more natural
to think of the job attribute as a negative condition of employment
and in other cases as a positive condition of employment. When the
attribute is framed as a positive condition, a job amenity, wages fall
as the amount of the attribute rises. Workers sacrifice wage income for
the desirable job characteristic, and the lower wage costs compensate
firms for the higher costs of providing the job characteristic.
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